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RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Lenigr. Gidromet. No.1,
NLIB/582384G (T811)

Some Characteristicsof the Variability of
Height of Cloud Bases, by M. V. Rubinska.
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Lenigr. Gidromet. No.1,
NLIB/582384G (7201)

The Sequence and Association
of Isanomaly Fields over Particular
Sectors of the Northern Hemisphere
and the Forecasting of the Monthly
Air Temperature Mean over the USSR,
by H. N. Razuilova.
RUSSIAN, per, Tr. Len. Gidromet. N-L. Tsentr.,
NLL Ref: 9022.551 (M.S62)

On the Use of Forerunners of Autumn in
Making Weather Forecasts, N. M. Zaburova.
RUSSIAN, per, Tr. Len. Gidromet. N-L. Tsentr.,
NMB Ref: 9022.551 (M.363)

The Turn of the Seasons and Heat Increases in the
Polar Stratosphere of the Northern Hemisphere,
by L. A. Rassinoa.
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Tsentral'noy Aerologicheskoy
*AFCRL

Possible Causes of Anomalous Heat Increases in the
Night-Time Polar Stratosphere, by V. L. Bekoriskov.
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Tsentral'noy Aerologicheskoy
Observatorium, No 76, 1967, pp 37-42.
*AFCRL

The Vertical Propagation of Large-Scale Tropospheric
Disturbances into the Stratosphere, by
B. N. Trubnikov.
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Tsentral'noy Aerologicheskoy
Observatorium, No 76, 1967, pp 71-78.
*AFCRL

On the Mean and External Values of the Concentration
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Tsentral'noy Aerologicheskoy
Observatorium, No 82, 1969, pp 1-19.
*AFCRL

RUSSIAN, bk, Voprosy Statisticheskoy Teorii
AS/750/R/25-657-42

Precipitation Produced by Gravitational Coalescence
in Shallow Warm Clouds under Inflating Conditions,
by Hua-Ting Hsu, Chien-Chao kuo.
CHINESE, per, Acta Meteorologica Sinica (Ch'-i'siang
TR Mo 43, April 1969
AIS/APL/KL/01-141

Nightglow Intensities at Sunspot Minimum from
Measurements in South West Africa. II - Discussion of Results and Comparison with Ionospheric Observations, by J. Dache.
GERMAN, per, Beitrage zur Physik der Atmosphere,
*NASA T T-F-12,521

Research on Reflective Index Structures
Over Sea by Airborne Refractometer
Measurements with Special Regard to Meteorological Aspects, by G. Kruspe.
GERMAN, per, Berichte des Inst fur Radiometeorologie und Maritime Meteorologie,
No 11, 1966, pp 1-104.
*Dept of Navy/APL/JHU J-1317

Aircraft Measurements of Reflective Index
and Temperature in the Range of Radio
Transhorizon Links Over Sea, by H. Muller.
GERMAN, per, Berichte des Inst fur Radiometeorologie und Maritime Meteorologie,
No 12, 1968, pp 1-85.
*Dept of Navy/APL/JHU J-1318

Weather of 1968-1969 Winter Season Summarized,
by D. Krumbiegel, 6 pp.
GERMAN, per, Feldwirtschaft, East Berlin,
JPRS 48292

Energy Distribution and Dose Rate of Gamma Rays
from Radioactive Clouds on the Earth's Surface,
by Anton Schmidt.
GERMAN, rpt, IKF-21, Sept 1968.
*AEC-GRNL-tr-2169

GERMAN, bk, Klima Atlas Von Ungarn, Oct
DIA/1N 1240-69

66
Types of Summer Climate in Southern Brazil, by A. Vulquin, 13 pp.
JPRS 48379

The Great of Climates of Brazil. 8 pp.
DIA/LN 1173-69

The Great Climates of Brazil. 9 pp.
DIA/LN 1174-69

The Intertropical Front of Convergence.
SPANISH, rpt.
DIA/LN 1158-69

The Weather.
SPANISH, rpt.
DIA/LN 1158-69

Climatic Changes Produced by River Catchment.
DIA/LN 1065-69

Cybernetics and the Creative Process, by V. M. Glushkov, 9 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Literaturnaya Rossiya, Moscow, 23 May 1969, pp 16-17.
JPRS 48419

First All-Union Conference on Deontology, 11 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Meditsinskaya Gazeta, Moscow, 4 Feb 1969, p 3.
JPRS 48385

JPRS 48455

RUSSIAN, per, Modelirovanie v Biologii i Meditsine, Moscow, No 3, 1968, pp 55-61.
JPRS 48455

RUSSIAN, per, Nauka i Technika, Moscow, No 5, 1969, pp 22-24.
JPRS 48484

Simulation of Psychological Functions Studied, by A. Dobrovich, 7 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Nauka i Technika, Moscow, No 5, 1969, pp 25-30.
JPRS 48484

Experimental Games, Part I, by J. Kriyov, 4 pp.
NTC 69-11092-05J

DUTCH, per, Ingenieur, Vol 72, No 14, 1960, pp A195-A197.
NTC 69-12708-05A

NTC 69-11078-05J

Synthesis of Biologically Active Substances in an Ultrasonic-Wave Field, by I. Ye. Filipov.
NASA TT F-12,190

Organizational Principle of Coacervate Systems and Simulation of Primary Forms of Metabolism in Them, by A. O. Ozaripin.
NASA TT F-12,147


Secondary Structure of Transfer RNA as Revealed by the Reaction with Formaldehyde and Hydrolysis with Ribonuclease, by L. L. Kiselev, L. Yu. Frolova. RUSSIAN, per, Biokhimiya, Vol 29, No 1, 1964, pp 116-125. NASA TT F-12,69-06A


Aerosols and Health, by S. I. Eydel'shteyn. RUSSIAN, bk, Aerozoli i Zdorovye, 1968, pp 1-29. NASA TT F-12,067

Secondary Structure of Transfer RNA as Revealed by the Reaction with Formaldehyde and Hydrolysis with Ribonuclease, by L. L. Kiselev, L. Yu. Frolova. RUSSIAN, per, Biokhimiya, Vol 29, No 1, 1964, pp 116-125. NASA TT F-12,69-06A


Reaction of the Organism to the Introduction of Thrombin Subjected to the Prolonged Effect of Sound, by A. Sh. Byshhevskiy, I. V. Nikitina. RUSSIAN, per, Byulleten Eksperimental'noy Biologii i Meditsiny, No 5, 1969, pp 16-18. NASA TT F-12,067


Biological Data on Aspius Aspius Biloculicides, by Ye. L. Markova, 10 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Byulleten Moskovskogo Obshchestva Izpytateley Prirody, Otdel Biologicheskii, Moscow, No 2, 1969, pp 46-52. NASA TT F-12,067


Luminescence Method for the Diagnostic Detection of a State of Experimental Hypertension, by L. N. Brained, S. N. Braines. RUSSIAN, per, Dok Ak Nauk SSSR, Vol 73, No 1, 1951, pp 47-50. NASA TT F-12,69-06A


Luminescence Method for the Diagnostic Detection of a State of Experimental Hypertension, by L. N. Brained, S. N. Braines. RUSSIAN, per, Dok Ak Nauk SSSR, Vol 73, No 1, 1951, pp 47-50. NASA TT F-12,69-06A
Cell Nuclei and Their Ultrastructure. RUSSIAN, bk, Kletchna Yedro i Ego Ul'tra-
CONSULTANTS BUREAU/PLIENUM PRESS

Myasthenic Syndrome in Patients with Recent Malignancies, by V. I. Kartovenko,
RUSSIAN, per, Klinicheskaya Khirurgiya, No 5, 1966, pp 32-36.
NTC 69-12623-06E

RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, Moscow, No 8, May 1969, pp 92-103.
JPRS 48466

Shrimp Concerto, by Igor I. Klyukin. RUSSIAN, bk, Kontsert Krevetok. Neptun
Dept of Navy/NOO TRANS 426

Coordination of the Voluntary Movements of Man in a Zero Gravitational Field, by
L. V. Chkhaidze. 30 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Koordinatsiya Proizvol'nykh
Svishheniy Cheloveka v Uslovyakh Kosmiches-
koj Polity, 1966.
NASA/TT F-578 69

The Cerebral Cortex and Its Role in the Functions of the Vestibular Analyzer, by
K. L. Khilov.
RUSSIAN, bk, Kera Golovnogo Mozga u
Funktsiy Vestibulyarnogo Analizatora,
1952, pp 1-84.
Dept of Navy/NOO 2853

Severomorsk Food Service Facility Condemned, by P. Gal'kov, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Krassnaya Zvezda, Moscow, 24 June
JPRS 48459

Investigation of Serum Proteins by a Method of Stereoinmuno-Electrophoresis, by M. E. Pogorelova.
RUSSIAN, per, Lab Delo, Vol 11, No 5, 1965,
pp 296-299.
HEW XH 5-12-69

Bibliography on Problems of Astrobiology, by G. N. Katterfeld.
RUSSIAN, rpt, Literatura po Probleman
Astrobiologii, 34 pp.
NASA TF - .12,201

Histological Research Conducted in the USSR During 1968 and Early 1969 Under the Space Research
Program, by V. V. Farin, O. G. Gatenko, 13 pp.
RUSSIAN, rpt, Histiko-biologicheskie izlndovaniya,
provedennye v SSSR v techenie 1968 g. i nachala
1969 po programme islndovaniya i osvyojnym
kosmicheskom promyshlennosti, Moscow, 1969,
19 pp.
JPRS 48594

Aplastic Anemia Due to Chloramphenicol
Described, by Miodrag Pupovic, 5 pp.
SERBO-CROATIAN, per, Medicinski arhiv,
Sarajevo, No 5-6, 1968, pp 33-37.
JPRS 48400

Modern Endocrinology and Biochemistry of Hormones, by S. Mardashev, 82 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Meditsinskaya Gazeta, Moscow,
JPRS 48294

Second All-Union Symposium on Social Hygiene
and Public Health Organization, by
O. Aleksandrova, M. Kirshtein, 28 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Meditsinskaya Gazeta, Moscow,
18 Feb 1969, p 1. 3.
JPRS 48385

Outposts of Clinical Medicine, by A. Pospelov,
12 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Meditsinskaya Gazeta, Moscow,
JPRS 48302

Analysis of Imported Malaria, by A. I. Nemirovskaya 7 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Meditsinskaya Parazitologiya
Parasitarnye Boleznii, Moscow, Mar-Apr 1969,
pp 200-206.
JPRS 48237

Mechanisms of Genetic Recombination, by
V. V. Kusheva.
RUSSIAN, bk, Mechanizm Geneticheskoi Rekom-
CONSULTANTS BUREAU/PLIENUM PRESS

Correlation and Spectrum Analysis of Brain Bio-
electics, by M. A. Kulik, S. P. Kosyginova,
8 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Nepliallirovaniy v Biologii i Meditine,
JPRS 48445
RUSSIAN, per, Modelirovanye v Biologii i Meditsine, Leningrad, No 3, 1966, pp 183-188.  
KIPS 684455

Molecular Biology of Viruses, by V. I. Agol et al.  
CONSULTANTS BUREAU/PLERNUM PRESS

Molecular Mechanisms of Aging, by M. M. Vilenchik  
CONSULTANTS BUREAU/PLERNUM PRESS

Morphology and Ecology of Marine Animals,  
RUSSIAN, bk, Morfologiya i ekologiya morepokh, 1970, approx 192 pp.  
CONSULTANTS BUREAU/PLERNUM PRESS

Biomechanics of Writing, by N. Sokolov, 15 pp.  
RUSSIAN, per, nauka i zhiza', Moscow, No 4, Apr 1969, pp 36-43.  
KIPS 48934J

Evolution of the Photosynthetic Assimilation of Carbon, by N. G. Doman.  
RUSSIAN, bk, Ob evolyutsii fotosinteticheskoy assimilatsii karbona, 1968, pp 149113.  
NANSSSR No F-12/193

Studies of Asymmetric Adsorbents and Catalysts, Simulating the Asymmetric Effect of Enzymes, by Ye. I. Klinkovskiy.  
RUSSIAN, bk, Ob issledovaniyakh Asimetr. usloviy adsorbcii i katalizatorov, Modelirovanye Asimetrychnikh Reaktsiy, 1968, pp 86-96.  
NANSSSR No F-12,191

The Use of Frozen Tendon Homografts in Reconstruction Surgery on Fingers, by S. I. Degratelova. 9 pp.  
NAVODECOL No 1353

Tendon Homografts for Fingers, in Experiment and in the Clinic, by T. P. Rozovskaya. 7 pp.  
NAVODECOL No 1361

NAVODECOL no 1354

NO 39/Pharm/219

Sex in Plants. Part 2, by L. I. Daraparidze.  
214 pp.  
OPSTT TT 50453

Study of the Spectral and Threshold Sensitivity of Vision in Fish by a Method of Optomotor Reaction, by D. S. Pavlov, Yu. N. Shikin.  
RUSSIAN, bk, Povedeniye i Retseptsiy Ryb, pp 74-79.  
Dept of Interior Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Office of Foreign Fisheries No A-28/May 69/29

Peculiarities of the Distinction of Visual Images by Fish, by N. V. Prazdnikova.  
Dept of Interior Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Office of Foreign Fisheries No A-28/May 69/31

On Loan Only

RUSSIAN, bk, Povedeniye i Retseptsiy Ryb, pp 109-114.  
Dept of Interior Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Office of Foreign Fisheries No A-28/May 69/26

On Loan Only

On Functional Peculiarities of the Peripheral Apparatus of the Alfactory System in Fish, by G. A. Malysheva, G. V. Yurkevich.  
RUSSIAN, bk, Povedeniye i Retseptsiy Ryb, pp 114-120.  
Dept of Interior Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Office of Foreign Fisheries No A-28/May 69/27

On Loan Only
A Study of Innervation of the Body Musculature in Fish with Different Ecology on an Example of the Trout and Carp, by W. M. Grunberg. RUSSIAN, bk, Povedenie i Meksptasy Ryby, pp 127-133.

Dept of Interior Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Office of Foreign Fisheries No A-28/May 09/28 On Loan Only

A New Job for Bacteria, by L. Imshenetskii. RUSSIAN, per, Pravda, 5 Oct 1968. All Ref: 582.5.4F (M?530)


JPRS 48396


JPRS 48396


JPRS 48396

Concerning Models of the Competition of Species, by T. I. Bulgakova, 16 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Problemy Kibernetiki, Moscow, No 21, 1968, pp 77-80.

JPRS 48396


JPRS 48396
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JPRS 48537

Long-Range Forecasting of Scientific and Technical Progress, by V. I. Sitnov, 7 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Radiotehnika, Moscow, No 5, 1969, pp 3-6.

JPRS 48529


Dept of Interior Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Office of Foreign Fisheries No A-28/May 69/200


Dept of Interior Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Office of Foreign Fisheries No A-28/May 69/158 On Loan Only


Dept of Interior Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Office of Foreign Fisheries


Dept of Interior Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Office of Foreign Fisheries
Composition and Distribution of Ichthyofauna Off Guinea, by V. A. Tkachenko.
*Dept of Interior
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
Office of Foreign Fisheries

Measuring Fish Larvae and Fry by Means of Photography, by V. P. Bashnyav.
*Dept of Interior
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
Office of Foreign Fisheries

Artificial Breeding of Black Sea Flounder, by V. P. Popova.
*Dept of Interior
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
Office of Foreign Fisheries

Results of Experimental Free Migration of Spawns to Spawning Grounds, by G. N. Vasil'chenko.
*Dept of Interior
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
Office of Foreign Fisheries

Composition of Catches and Measures for Controlling the North Sea Herring Fishery, by S. S. Padonov.
*Dept of Interior
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
Office of Foreign Fisheries

Krill - A Source for Protein Food, by M. I. Kriychkova.
*Dept of Interior
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
Office of Foreign Fisheries

Vitamin Content of the Liver of Some Pacific Sharks, by G. A. Dolphas.
*Dept of Interior
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
Office of Foreign Fisheries

Commercial Fishes of the North Pacific Continental Slope, by R. P. Novikov.
*Dept of Interior
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
Office of Foreign Fisheries

Characteristics of Skate Flesh, by Ye. A. Nasedkina.
*Dept of Interior
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
Office of Foreign Fisheries

Study of the Quality of Cold-smoked Herring Under Storage Conditions, by N. A. Golovkin.
*Dept of Interior
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
Office of Foreign Fisheries

Assembling Biological Structures, by B. F. Poglayev.
CONSORTIUM BUREAU/PLENUM PRESS

Summary of Statistical Movements With The Help of Microphotography, by S. I. Furganovskaya.
OSKHO No 9550

RUSSIAN, bk, Simes Biologicheskii Aktnykh Vishchestv v Pole Ultrazvukov Zh. 1968, pp 49-51.
NASA TT F-12,190

RUSSIAN, par, Sovetskaya Akademi Nauk
Trudyiskoy SSR, Tbilis, Jan 1967, pp 237-264.
JPRC 4009A

Mysterious Migration of Birds, by V. R. Dal'nik, 57 pp. RUSSIAN, mono, Fainstotevye Perelety, Moscow, 1966, 112 pp. JPRS 46932


Continued Progress in Obtaining and Using Cadaver Blood and Tissues in the Kirov Military Medical Academy, by S. V. Ryakhov, 6 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Nauchnoy Sessii, Primeneniya Trupov Kryoi i Nekotoryx Voprosov Gomoplastiki, Moscow, Vol 14, 1967, pp 39-42. JPRS 48426


On Loan Only

Dept of Interior
Office of Foreign Fisheries
No A-28/May 69/139
On Loan Only


RNC 69-12447-06A


EPA 68-345

RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Lentologii, Vol 9, No 3 (56), 1969, pp 421-429.

FTT 69-59027

RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Virus, No 2, 1968, pp 240-250.

IRB NII
5-41-69

RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Virus, No 2, 1968, pp 240-250.

IRB NII
5-41-69
Data on the Study of Conditioned Defensive Reflexes in Fish Fry, by G. V. Popov.
*Dept of Interior
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
Office of Foreign Fisheries
No A-28/May 69/30
On Loan Only

Changes in Electroencephalogram and Alimentary Conditioned Reflex Activity After Brief Hypoxia, by N. A. Agadzhanyan.
AST J-09/29

Experimental Proof of Sound Perception in the Honeybee (Apis mellifera L.), by Ye. K. Tset'kov, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Zoologicheskii Zhurnal, Moscow, Apr 1969, pp 1359-1363.
JPRS 48339

Vision and Proximal Orientation of Fishes, by V. P. Protasov.
*Dept of Interior
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
Office of Foreign Fisheries
No A-28/May 69/207

Constructing a Cardiac Function Algorithm, by V. O. Lishchuk, 22 pp.
UKRAINIAN, per, Automatika, Kiev, No 3, 1967, pp 60-75.
JPRS 48305

Method of Making Beverages with a Base Made From Extracts for the Start of a Directed Fermentation, by E.P. Goldstein, H. Zohier.
BELGIAN, Patent No 671 140, MTC 69-11046-001

Electrocardiographic Changes Following Experimental Intoxication with the VX Gas — Methylethoxyphosphorylthiocholine, by A. Paller, D. Lekov, 6 pp.
JPRS 48335

BULGARIAN, per, Experimentalna Medicina i Morfologiya, Sofia, Vol 7, Oct-Dec 1968, pp 240-244.
JPRS 48335

Toxogonin Effect on Neuromuscular Block Studied, by A. D. Angelov, 5 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Experimentalna Medicina i Morfologiya, Sofia, Vol 8, No 1, Apr 1969, pp 51-55.
JPRS 48451

Minister Cites Progress of Public Health Service, by L. Ignatov, 7 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Khislita i Zdравеопазване, 347, No 1, Jan-Feb 1969, pp 1-4.
JPRS 48333

Factors Affecting Life Expectancy Analyzed, by E. Khristov, T. Paskalev, 10 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Khislita i Zdравеопазване, Sofia, Vol 12, No 1, Jan 1969, pp 6-15.
JPRS 48451

Possibilities for the Utilization of Certain Sea and Invertebrates for Industrial Purposes, by I. Dimov.
BULGARIAN, per, Rybno Stopanstvo, Vol 14, No 4, pp 5-7.
Dept of Interior
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
Office of Foreign Fisheries
No A-28/May 69/150
On Loan Only

Achievements and Problems of the Fishbreeding Method of Making Beverages with a Base Made From Extracts for the Start of a Directed Fermentation, by E.P. Goldstein, H. Zohier.
BELGIAN, Patent No 671 140, MTC 69-11046-001

Over the Sea with Reconnaissance Plane for Fish, by A. Petkov.
*Dept of Interior
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
Office of Foreign Fisheries
No A-28/May 69/201

On Loan Only
Not Only Fish is Caught in the Ocean, by T. Velchev.


*Dept of Interior
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
Office of Foreign Fisheries
No A-28/May 69/214


CHINESE, per, Chi-sheng-ch'ung Hsueh-pao,

JPRS 46477


CHINESE, per, Chi-sheng-ch'ung Hsueh-pao,

JPRS 46477

Two New Siphonaptera Species Found in Sinkiang, by Yu Hain, Wu Hou-yung, 8 pp.

CHINESE, per, Chi-sheng-ch'ung Hsueh-pao,

JPRS 46477

Flea Labeling Aided by P32 Radioactive Isotope, by Hsu Ping-k'un, Li Chia-ts' an, 11 pp.

CHINESE, per, Chi-sheng-ch'ung Hsueh-pao,

JPRS 46477

Time Series Analysis of the Production of Some Important Marine Crustacean and Fish Fry, by Th-Hsii Tung.


*Dept of Interior
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
Office of Foreign Fisheries
No A-28/May 69/213

Problems in Autografts and Homograft Operations on Tendons, by J. Fukza, et al.


*HUNYEDEX No. 1363

Electroencephalography in Newborn After Normal Delivery and Extraction by Forceps and Vacuum Extractor, by K. V. Cacava.


HEW NIII
5-29-69

Use of Bone Marrow Transfusions in the Treatment of Some Hematological Diseases in Childhood, by J. Cap.

CZECH, per, Cesk Pediat, Vol 19, No 2, 1964, pp 130-134.

HEW NIII
5-7-69

Ethical and Legal Questions of the Organ Transplantations, by J. Vrbel.


HEW NIII
5-21-69

Flavour of Pasteurised Milk Packaged in Polythene Sachets, by H. Tador, L. Rema.

HEW NIII
48477

Combination of Familial Polyposis of the Colon with Other Hereditary Diseases.

Notable Mesenchymal, by J. Wiederdink.

DUTCH, per, Nederlands Tijdschrift voor Geneeskunde, Vol 103, No 51, 1959, pp 2589-2601.

NTC 69-12598-06E

Fluoridation of Water, by O. Backer Dirks.


HEW NIII
5-40-69

Medical-Ethical Problems of Kidney Transplants, by H. Vink.


HEW NIII
5-37-69

Process for the Production of Carboxylic Acids by Microbiologic Oxidation of Hydrocarbons.

DUTCH, Patent 66-17 111.

NTC 69-12484-06A


*AEC-ORNL-tr-2198
Irregularities of Differentiation and Lignification of Camsal Tissue of Various Tree Species Cultivated in Vitro, by C. Jacquiart.
NTC 69-12609-06C

Use of Chlormadinone in Obstetrics, by R. Palliez, M. Delecour.
NTC 69-12629-06D

Action Mechanism of Vegetable Toxalbumins, Particularly Ricin, by E. Le Breton.
NTC 69-12629-06D

Oxidation of Fats, by J. P. Wolff.
NTC 69-12629-06D

Effect on the Thyroid of Rats of Radiations by Very High Energy Particles Focused at the Level of the Hypophysis, by P. Blanquet.
FRENCH, per, Comptes Rendus, Vol 249, No 17, 1959, pp 346-349.
NTC 69-12451-06R

Importance of the Experimental Conditions on the Evaluation of the Activity of Gestagens in Castrated Female Rats After Ovo-Impantation, by Y. Chambon, Y. Levee.
NTC 69-12532-06P

A Simple Method to Determine (to Measure) the Fractions of Plasma Calcium, by H. Schirardin, P. Merais.
NTC 69-11171-06A

Study on the Storage and Elimination of Pentamidine in the Mouse and Albino Rat, by L. Launoy.
PAMPHLET 5-14-60
The Physiology of Diabetes Insipidus in Man Must be Understood as a Function of Thirst: Much More than Polyuria, by M. Raoul.

FRANC, per, Societe Medicale des Hopitaux, Bulletin et Memoires, Vol 76, 1942, pp 204-209.
*NASA TT F-12,512

A New Case of Diabetes Insipidus with Polydipsia Study of Thirst: by R. Kourilski.

*NASA TT F-12,501


NTC 69-11161-06E

Use of Cu 64 to Study Copper Metabolism in the Presence of Molybdenum and Inorganic Sulphate, by R. Compeau.


WAAD 25

Testimony of a Deported Psychiatrist, by Viktor Frankl, 5 pp.


NTC 69-11161-06E

Treatment of Microorganisms by B. M. Laine.

FRANC, Patent 1,393,337.

NTC 69-1404-06A

Ovulation Inhibition in Rats by Implantation of Chlormadinone and Hypophysis, by F. Dooce, G. Doerner.

NTC 69-12552-06P

Experimental Studies on Tendon Grafts of Various Types, by A. Alasun, et al. 13 pp.


NAVAREA No. 1359

Paragraphs on Fish in the Bremen Hygiene Regulations of 28 Nov. 1968 (Extract), 6 pp.

GERMAN, per, Allgemeine Fleischwirtschaftszeitung (AFZ), vol 24, No 6, 21 Feb 1969, pp 12-17.
*NASA TT 69-52047

USD/ICF
The Value of Anti-Androgens in Dermatology by K. Winkler. GERMAN, per, Annales de Dermatologie et de Syphiligraphie, Vol 95, No 2, 1968, pp 147-153. NTC 69-12588-060


Investigation of Respiratory Exchange in the Case of Dynamic Protein Hypothermia, by Hans Rietschel. GERMAN, per, Archiv fur Experimentelle Pathologie und Pharmakologie, Vol 121, 1927, pp 332-341. *NASA TT F-12,509


Bacteria-free Musculature of Live Freshwater Fish, by N. Maltschewsky, W. Partmann. GERMAN, per, Archiv fur Mikrobiologie, Vol 16, 1951, pp 252-269. Dept of Interior Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Office of Foreign Fisheries No A-28/May 69/37


Opportunities and Problems in Waim-water Fish-breeding in the German Democratic Republic, by G. Laipmann.

Surgical Treatment of Achalasia (Sclerosis Cardiæ. Discussion of its Morphology, by H. Vaneke, E. Kröcke.

Posttraumatic Epilepsy After Brain Injuries and Its Relationship to Neurological Disturbances, by H. Lechtape-Grueter.

Effect of Natural and Synthetic Gestagens on the Urinary Excretion of Chorionic Gonadotropin, by W. Lehmann.
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Contribution Towards the Assessment of the Relationship between the Solidity of Plastics in Fak. and in Pentane, by E. Pluckiger.
GB 59513/10 3, 535

Smoke and Dust Density Measurements by the Extinction Principle, by G. Schmidt.
CEN 90 No. 9235

The Present Extent of the Rheinisches Olefinwerke in Wesseling, by K. Stange.
GERMAN, per, Erdol und Kohle, Vol 13, No 3, 1960, pp 171-175.
NTC 69-12509-07A

Practical Experiences With the Multi-channel X-ray Spectrometer, by H. Bopp.
GERMAN, per, Kremstall, Vol 21, No 4, 1968, pp 131-155
GB 228/M2 994

Application of Multi-channel X-ray Spectrometer to Observes and Control Flotation at Meggen, by B. Heida.
GERMAN, per, Kremstall, Vol 21, No 4, 1968, pp 155-159.
GB 228/M2 995
GERMAN, per: Znmetall, Vol 21, No 4, 1968, pp 160-166.
GB 228/56 996

Adsorption of Methylene Blue to Kaolin, Clay and Bentonite, by U. Hofmann.
GB 93/05 0042

Oxidation Behaviour of Polymers and Copolymers of Isocyanates and Butadiene, by H. Hoffmann.
NRL/5828.4F (12685)

Investigations on Extracts From Organs, Non-seedable Lipids From Arteriosclerotic Aortae, Pts 1 and 2, by E. Hardagem.
GB 93/05 0042

Investigation of the Equilibrium on Dissociation of Calcium, Potassium, and Sodium Sulphates, both Alone and in the Presence of Additives, by E. Briner.
NRL Ref: 5786 (14515)

NRL Ref: 5-5-69

New Re-arrangements of Aryl-Allyl-Ethers and Allyphenols, by J. Bogulya.
NRL Ref: S828.4F (M.13051)

Proces for Continuous Gas-chromatographical Analysis Using Flame Modulation, by D. Cott.
GB 39/69 2875

Contribution to the Separation of Rare Earths by Extraction Chromatography with Di(2-ethylhexyl) Phosphoric Acid (HDEHP) I. Silica Gel as a Support Material for the Stationary Phase, by Eckhart Herrmann.
NRC ANL-76-9

Preparation and Reactivity of Cyclic Disulphides with Varying Ring Sizes, by A. Scholtes, H. Gerke.
CSERO/9174

NIZDA

GB 312/913

The Chromatography of Soluble Starch, by M. Ullmann.
NRC 69-12670-07D

Change of State in Dilute Starch Solutions, Part I: Chromatography, by M. Ullmann.
NRC 69-12671-07D

Solubilisation of Polymers by Non-ionic Detergent Actives, by S. Saito.
GB 163

Determination of the "Soluble" Fraction of Crystalline Polymers, by O. Fuchs.
NRC 69-12540-07C

NRC 69-12539-07D
Comparative Separating Efficiency of Gel Partition Chromatography and Elution Chromatography, by W. Scholtan.


Comparative Separating Efficiency for Ge'.,,r.,atior, Soap i~oving Additiva, by S. Niids.-

Chromatography and Elution Chromatography, by W. Scholtan.


Measurement of the Melting Temperature of Polymers, by P. Rybnikar.


NCT 69-125 71-07D


Dept of Interior Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Office of Foreign Fisheries No A-28/May 6/9/93

On Loan Only


GERMAN, per, Mitt. V. G. B., Vol 48, No 2, pp 143-4.

NLL Ref: 9022.09 (4941)


NCT 69-125 38-07C


NCT 69-110 76-07D


NCT 69-11009-07C


GERMAN, per, Plastische Kase, No 5, 1968, pp 42-46.

NCT 69-11014-07C

Soap Improving Additives, by S. Niids.-


UMIL

Dependence of X-ray Fluorescence Intensity on the Particle Size of Compressed Powder Samples, by A. R. Bucher.


NCT 69/May/918


GERMAN, per, Tenside, Vol 5, No 1, 1968, pp 13-17.

NCT 69-12644-060


GERMAN, per, Tenside Vol 5, No 9, 1968, pp 266-270.

NCT 69-12644-060


GERMAN, per, Tetrahedron, No 24, 1968, pp 6619-6624.

NCT 69-12644-060

Caries Prophylaxis With Fluorine, Particularly With Fluoridated Salt. 3rd Report, by J. Wespi.

GERMAN, per, Ther Gegenw, Vol 102, No 11, 1963, pp 1298-1304.

NCT 69-12644-060

Materials for Pressure Vessels in Chemical Plant Construction, by R. Kocher.

GERMAN, per, Verfahrenstechnik, Vol 2, No 5, 1968, pp 221-231.

NCT 69-12644-060

Continuous ASHII Ion Exchange Method and its Application to Water Treatment, by P. Triella.

GERMAN, per, V. G. B. Reinmacher, pp 29-33.

NCT 69-12644-060
Limits of Usability of Polarographic Methods in Inorganic Analysis, by F. V. Sturz.
*AEC-ORNL-tr-2176

Optimum Type of Column for Gas-Chromatographic Analysis, by I. Halasz.
* 39 NO 2963

Use of Coulometric Titration in Industrial Analysis, by W. Bachler, et al.
GB 28

Studies of the U-Pu-C-Ti Compounds, by U. Ruch, H. Steinmetz.
NLL Ref: 5828.4F (M.7496)

NTC 69-12581-078

Decomposition Voltage, Limiting Current Density and Conductivity of Aluminum Chloride-Containing Melt, by H. Grothe.
GERMAN, per, Z. Elektrochem., Vol 53, 1949, pp 362-369
CSIO No. 9432

Galvanic Cells With Sulphide Electrodes, by K. Werberz.
CSIO No. 9324

Transport experiments on Solid Copper, by H. Meyer.
NTC 69-12555-070

Relationship Between Precipitation Conditions and Form of Growth During Electrocrystallisation of Copper, by H. Seiter, H. Fischer.
CS/D.669

Colorimetric Identification of Chondroitin Sulfate B in a Mixture Containing Other Acid Mucopolysaccharides, by W. Teller.
NTC 69-12400-06A

GERMAN, per, Zeit Metallk, Vol 60, 1969, pp 121-126.
*AEC-ORNL-tr-2171

Increasing the Separation of Isotopes by the Separating Nozzle Method by the Addition of Light Gases, by E. W. Becker.
NLL Ref: 9091.9F (CA Trans 193)

Relations Between Paramagnetism and Hydration in Synthetic Copper-exchanged Zeolites, by U. Kinosako, P. Jang.
CSIO No. 9476

Kinetics of Ethyl Zanthate Decomposition in an Aqueous Alkali Solution, b) H. J. Baer, H. Bautzen.
NTC 69-12574-07D

NTC 69-11146-07A
Recent Technological Developments in Mercury Cathode Electrolysis Cells, by Chronis DeNora. ITALIAN, per, Chimica Ind. Vol 50, No 6, 1968, pp 649-656. NTC 69-11 Div 1142


Chromatographic Methods and Their Use in Cellulose Chemistry, by T. H. Smith. NORWEGIAN, per, Norsk Skogindustri, Vol 8, No 5, 1951, pp 147-178. NTC 69-12653-07C
Heat transfer through a bed of granular material from the hot surface of a tube concentrically mounted in a rotary apparatus to the wall of the latter, by D. Tolkovsky.

On the application of semiconductor detectors in X-ray fluorescence analyses, by V. Przybylski.


Fertilizer and methanol produced from natural gas, by I. Hadas, 6 pp.


Reaction of quinone monochloride with lignin. Part I. Specificity of reaction to p-hydroxybenzyl alcohol groups and determination of the latter in various lignin preparations, by J. Gierer.


NTC 69-12451-07C

Direction of North Vietnamese Chemistry Told, by Hang Huu Phu, 12 pp.

Vietnamese, per., Tam Duoc Hoat Dong Khoa Hoc. No 1, May 1969, pp 1-6.

43460

Evolution of the gases of the Earth's crust and the atmosphere and its role in the origin of life on Earth, by V. A. Sokolov.


NASA TP F-12, 187

Evolution of the gases of the Earth's crust and the atmosphere and its role in the origin of life on Earth, by V. A. Sokolov.


NASA TP F-12, 187

Agricultural methods in study of soils, 780 pp.


CSTI TT 67-59026

Formation of ecological conditions in the Sohols of Kazakhstan in spring, by G. I. Mal'nikova.
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Bureau of Commercial Fisheries

Office of Foreign Fisheries

No A-26/May 69/92

On Loan Only

Nickel-Cobalt Minerals at Pelko near Habry, by J. Velecky.


CSTI 81-847

Chart of the recent tectonics of the Arctic, by A. P. Paminov.


GB 44

Construction of a uniform system of lake types, based on their origins and history, by V. V. Korja.

Russian, per., Ekologiya Vodnykh Obyaektov, Ak Nauk SSSR, Nauka No 9, 1965, pp 62-68.

Dept of Interior

Bureau of Commercial Fisheries

Office of Foreign Fisheries

No A-26/May 69/92

Geology of Ukrainian Oil and Gas Area Described, by S. P. Vetrik, V. G. Demyanchuk, 7 pp.

Russian, per., Geotova Promishlennost', Moscow, May 1969, pp 8, 10-11.

JPRS 60547

Development of Geodetic Science During 50 Years of Soviet Rule, by P. S. Zakatov, A. A. Izotov.

Russian, per., Geodeziya i Kartografiya, No 11, 1967, pp 8-23.

ACSI J-479

ID 2204001469

Photoelectronic color separation by servomechanism, in cartography, by K. K. Berezov, 7 pp.

Russian, per., Geodeziya i Kartografiya, No 1, 1960, pp 61-67.

ARM/FSTC INT 23-769-68
RUSSIAN, per, Geodezika i geografija, No 8, 1964, pp 9-18. 
ACSI J-6476. 
ID 2200401169.

Geothermic Peculiarities of the Fergana River Basin, by S. N. Nazarov. 
RUSSIAN, per, Leologiya i Nefti i Gaza, No 69, 1967-80.

The Sphere of Life. 
RUSSIAN, pp, Listovskaia, Oc. 19, 1968 
NLL Ref: 5828.4F (M.7520) 

Polar Glaciers in Sight, by E. Zinger. 
RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist Tadzhikistana, Feb 2, 1963. 
NLL Ref: 5828.4F (M.7533)

Studies of the Nature and Physical Concentration of Uraniferous Quahtities in Spain. 
RUSSIAN, rpt, Low-Grade Processing of Uranium Ores, June 1967, pp 143-156. 
DIA/LN 1227-69.

Quantitative Forecasting of the Height and Speed of the Maximum Wind in Jet Streams, by N. V. Petramko. 
NLL/5828.4F (7194)

RUSSIAN, per, Meteorologiya i Gidrol., No 10, 1967, pp 3-7. 
NLL Ref: 9022.551 (M.56)

Southwestern Part of the Indian Ocean, by V. V. Maslennikov, S. S. Parfenovich. 
10 pp. 
RUSSIAN, per, Morskoy Sbornik, No 5, 1969, pp 74-81. 
DIA/LN 38-70.

Kazakh Coal Mining Development Reviewed, by A. Shorstantsev, 7 pp. 
JPRS 40262.

Progress in Deep Coring Technique Discussed, by M. Abramov, V. Drobocev, 6 pp. 
RUSSIAN, per, Naftyanik, Moscow, No 4, 1969, pp 6-8. 
JPRS 40290.

RUSSIAN, per, Okeanologiya, Vol 3, 6, 1963, pp 1066-1078. 
Dept of Interior 
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries 
Office of Foreign Fisheries 
No A-28/May 69/60 
On Loan Only.

The Filtration of Time Series in Hydrometeorology, by G. V. Matusevskii, V. E. Privalov. 
NLL Ref: 9022.551 (M.560)

Dept of Navy/NRL Tr 1170. 

The Ocean's Treasures are Countless, by P. Bezrukov, V. Kort. 
NLL/5828.4F (7194)

From Hassan to Slavyanka. 
RUSSIAN, pp, Pravda, 13 April 1969. 
DIA/LN 1192-69.

Principles and Methods of Medical Geographic Mapping. 
ACSI J-6384.

The Mystery of 'Siberian Darkness', by Yu. M. Emelyanov. 
RUSSIAN, per, Prizem, No 6, 1968, pp 57-91. 
NLL Ref: 5828.4F(M.7497)

The Pacific Ocean. 'Biology of the Pacific Ocean, Book 1 - Plankton', by V. G. Bogorov 
Dept of Navy/NOO TRANS 435.
Divergence and Convergence Zones of Surface Currents in the Tropical Atlantic, by N. F. Pally. RUSSIAN, per, Trudy AtlantHN, No 18, 1967, pp 54-60. NLL Ref: 5828.4F(M.7464)

The Refinement of Natural Orthogonal Functions for the Pressure (Geopotential) Field over the Northern Hemisphere, by N. I. Yakovleva. RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Geofiz. Observ., No 201, 1968, pp. 60-71. NLL Ref: 9022.551 (M.567)

A Technique for Calculating Regional Mean Corrections to Precipitation Averages, by E. A. Fedorova, N. A. Ivanova. RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Geofiz. Observ., No 215, 1968, pp 16-29. NLL Ref: 5828.4F (M.7510)


Report Given on Offshore Caspian Oil Drilling, by V. Kremen, 5 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Vysota. Baku, 30 May 1969, p1. JPRS 48157

CHINESE, per, Ts'ae-hui Hsing-pan, Peking, 1958, Vol 4, Nos 1-12, 1958.
JPRS 46290

JPRS 48411

Organizing Geodetic Survey in Chinese People's Republic, by V. V. Brovar, Lo Ming-ching, 6 pp.
CHINESE-ROUSIAN, per, Tz'e-liang Chih-t'ung Hau sh-pao (Acta Geodetica et Cartographica Sinica), Vol 2, No 4, Nov 1958, pp 266-290.
JPRS 46292

CHINESE, per, Tz'e-liahng Chih-t'ung Hau sh-pao, Peking, Vol 3, No 4, 1959, pp 221-231.
JPRS 41907

CHINESE, per, Tz'e-liahng Chih-t'ung Hau sh-pao, Wuhan, Vol 4, No 1, 1960, pp 61-97.
JPRS 48590

CH/U 421

DUTCH, Patent 64-15 171.
NTC 69-12495-08K

Study of the Fusibility of Inertinite, by E. Alpern.
NRL Ref: 9022.046 (104)

CRU/D 810

JPRS 48575

Relationship between the Crystal Parameter and the Anion-Cation Distances in Compounds with a Perovskite Structure, by P. Poix.
NRL Ref: 9022.81 (2516)

Note on a Mode of Reproduction of Corundum, by M. A. Lacroix.
FAPCE

FRENCH, rpt, Expeditions Polaires Francaises Missions Paul-Emile Victor, No 231.
Dept of Navy/NIC 2852

Composition of Interstitial Water in Clays and Diagenesis of Clayey Materials, by S. Lorch, S. Neglia.
NTC 69-12630-080

Optically Active Bodies and the Origin of Petroleum, by M. Louis.
NTC 69-12651-08D


Mineralogical and Paragenetic Investigations on Some Cobalt and Nickel Sulphides, by A. Grimmer. GERMAN, per, Bergakademie, No 4/5, 1962, pp 296-302.


Possibilities and Limitations of Modern Treatment of Seismic Data, by G. Grun. GERMAN, per, World Petroleum Congress (No 6) Proceedings Frankfurt, Section 1, May 22-26 June 1966, pp 839-848.
The Structure of the Coastal Canal.  
GERMAN, per, Zeit fur Binnenschifffahrt, No 4, 1969, pp 128-130.  
DIA/LN 1132-69

Reflectivity Measurements in Ore Microscopy,  
by H. Ehrenberg.  
GERMAN, per, Z. Miviss, Mikros., Vol 66, No 1 1964, pp. 32-44.  
CRL/U 817

Hungarian Mineral Resources Discussed, by  
Mihaly Horvath, 6 pp.  
JPRS 48415

Measurement of Frozen Soil Hardness,  
by S. Kinosita.  
NLL Ref: 3544(T 96 J)

Relation between Frost-Heave Amplitude and Soil Water Content in Undirectional Soil Freezing, by K. Tanuma.  
NLL Ref: 3544 (T 98 J)

A Segment of the Central Seaboard of Espirito Santo. 7 pp.  
DIA/LN 1069-69

Notes About the Geology and Formation of the Extreme Northern Coast of Brazil.  
13 pp.  
DIA/LN 1155-69

History of 'Naftagas' Enterprise Reviewed, by  
Eladimir Nedeljkovic, Vladimir Aksin, 18 pp.  
SERBO-CROATIAN, per, Nafta, Zagreb, May 1969, pp 197-209.  
JPRS 48504

Possible Future Gold Production Considered, by  
Dejan Mlovanovic, 11 pp.  
SERBO-CROATIAN, per, Radograd Olausnik, Belgrade, Jan-Feb-Mar 1969, pp 55-60.  
JPRS 48349

Minerals of the Southern Region, Khoang-San Mien Nam.  
VIETNAMESE, rpt.  
ACSI J-66/19  
ID 2204002069

Vows to Produce More Coal as a Birthday Gift, by Van Ton, 3 pp.  
VIETNAMESE, np, Minh Dan, Hanoi, 29 Apr 1969, p 2.  
JPRS 48278

Direction of North Vietnam Geo-Physics Told,  
by Le Minh Triet, 10 pp.  
VIETNAMESE, per, Tin Duc Hoat-Dong Khoa Hoc, Hanoi, Mar 1969, pp 1-11.  
JPRS 48460

An Experiment in the Automatic Recognition of a Speaker, by G. B. Ramashvili, 10 pp.  
AIRPTD/TT-65-1079

Evaluation of the Correlation Function of the Level Quantizing Noise, by V. M. Efimov.  
RUSSIAN, per, Atomtika, No 3, 1968, pp 96-8.  
NLL Ref: 9022.81 (113)

Formalization and Standardization of Projects in Designing Automatic Control Systems, by  
RUSSIAN, per, Avtomatka i Telemechnika, Moscow, No 5, 1969, pp 106-127.  
JPRS 48510

Adaptive Search Process for Finding the Data Processing Sequence, by L. B. Nimevich,  
B. L. Epshteyn, 11 pp.  
RUSSIAN, per, Avtomatka i Telemechnika, Moscow, No 5, 1969, pp 130-150.  
JPRS 48510

Long-Range 500 Kilovolt Electric Power Transmission Lines, by A. M. Nekrasov, S. S. Rokotyan,  
229 pp.  
RUSSIAN, bk, Dal'naya Elektroperedachi 500 kv, Moscow, 1964, pp 271-390.  
JPRS 48223
Achievements in Bulgarian Electronics Listed, by Yanaki Stefanov, 6 pp.
JPRS 48373

Ceramic Bodies of Great Mechanical Strength for High Voltage Insulators, by Kazimierz Cyranowicz. CZECH, per, Zsiko i Ceramika, Vol 13, No 12, 1962, pp 374-386.
*AEC-ORNL-tr-2188

Efficiency of Electrified Trains Analyzed, by Karol Kosik, 9 pp.
CZECH, per, Zelenicni Doprava a Technika, Prague, No 4, 1969, pp 113-115.
JPRS 48364

GB 153/1828

Operational Requirements for E. H. V. Circuit-breakers, by M. Pouard. FRENCH, per, Rev. Gen Elect., Vol 77, No 1, pp 69-76.
NLL Ref: 9022,09 (4882)

Dept of Commerce Patent Office

NLL Ref: 9022,81 (2509)

NLL Ref: 5828,4F (M 13094)

NLL Ref: 3774,5 (1831)

NYC 69-11010-108

GB 153/1845

NLL Ref: 3774,5 (AEC 113)

GERMAN, rpt, MPS/PO/Note-68-2.
AEC-NP-tr-1862

ACSI J-2710
ID 2204025867

NLL Ref: 9022,81 (2504)

*AEC-tr-2871

Electronic Lifeline, by G. Schmied, H. Kramer. GERMAN, per, Poelitkop, No 81, Sept 1966.
ACSI J-7012

*AEC
The Field Plate, A New Magnetically Controllable Semiconductor Component, by H. Weiss.
Ref: 3774.5 (1864)

Ref: 3774.5 (1865)

The Measurement of Large Parabolic Microwave Antennas by Astronomical Methods, by P. G. Naiger.
Ref: 3774.5 (1866)

In Telefunken Transmitting Tetrodes with Linear Oscillatory Characteristics, by E. Schlenker.
Ref: 3774.5 (1867)

Short-wave Linear Amplifiers for 100kW and 500kW, by W. BurkhardtSeiler.
Ref: 3774.5 (1868)

Ref: 3774.5 (1869)

Regional Radio Network in Central America and Telecommunications System in Nicaragua.
GERMAN, per, Zeit. fur Post und Fernmeldewesen, May 1969, pp 355-358.
Ref: 3774.5 (1870)

Electrification of Railroad Line Described, by Andras Acas, Ivan Kolesa, 9 pp.
Ref: 48508

Expansion Problems Facing Automation Institute, by W. Budzinisz, 8 pp.
POLISH, per, Zycie Gospodarcze, Warsaw, No 25, 22 June 1969, pp 1, 9.
Ref: 48509
AIR/PID/M-4-414-68

CRL/D 800

Removal of Sulfur During the Sintering of Iron Ore, by Yu. S. Yuskin, Z. A. Glorgnabii.
HB 7533

Sublimation Drying of Liquid Materials in Bulk Form, by A. S. Ginzburg, O. M. Lakhovitskiy.
RUSSIAN, per, Khimicheskaya Pererabotka i Zashchita Drevesiny, No. 12, 1968, pp 109-110.
AIR/PID/M-3-274-69

NRC 69-11213-11L

RUSSIAN, per, Izv VUZ Fiz, No 1, 1968, pp 20-27.
NASA TT F-1252

RUSSIAN, per, Khimicheskaya Pererabotka i Zashchita Drevesiny, 1964, pp. 21-9.
NRC 69-11216-11L

NRC 69-11217-11L

NRC 69-11218-11L


NRC 69-11213-11L

Sublimation Drying of Liquid Materials in Bulk Form, by A. S. Ginzburg, O. M. Lakhovitskiy.
RUSSIAN, per, Khimicheskaya Pererabotka i Zashchita Drevesiny, No. 12, 1968, pp. 109-110.
CRL/D 650

RUSSIAN, per, Mashinovedenie, No 6, 1968.
ACS J-6788

Exchange of Soluble forms of Nitrogen between the Soil and the Bottom Layer of Water in the Rybinsk Reservoir, by N. A. Trifonova.
NRL Ref: RTS 4950

RUSSIAN, per, Nafta-wt, Moscow, No 4, 1969, pp 4-5.
JPRS 46290
New Semi-conducting Materials (Investigations in the Areas of the Chalcogenides of Elements of group III and IV in the Periodic Table.
CONSULTANTS BUREAU/PLIENUM PRESS

Yield Point During Hot Deformation of Carbon and Alloy Steels, by A. A. Dinnik.
RUSSIAN, per, Obraz Metalloc Davleniem, Vol 52, 1967, pp 222-238.
BISI 7288

Mechanism of Austenite Formation at High Rates of Heating, by V. N. Gridnev.
RUSSIAN, per, Vzr Fiz Metal i Metallol, No 18, 1964, pp 107-114.
NLL Ref: 5809.95 (T. 6109)

RUSSIAN, rpt, Pervrokhastnosti Yavlenniya v Metallurgicheskih Protsessakh Mezhuzovskaya Konferentsiya, Sbornik Trudov Moscow, 1961.
NLL Ref: 69-11211-11P

Investigations of Sintering Boron Nitride Powders during Hot Pressing, by I. G. Kuznetsova.

CRL/D 809

CSIO/9007

Improving the Quality of Pure-Wool Pile Fabrics, by Z. E. Pritynskaya.
NLL/RMS 4452 - 5a

Role of Sodium Silicate and Magnesium and Calcium Salts in Peroxide Bleaching, by T. Kh. Raskina.
NLL/RMS 4452 - 5a

Rheological Properties of Bulk Polystyrene in Relation to its Processing, N. V. Prozorovskaya.
NLL Ref: 5828.4F (M. 13005)

Zone Melting of Acetonitrile, by A. G. Anikon.
NASA TT F-12,233

Mechanism of Heavy Silicate Concretes Production Development, by V. R. Klausen, P. V. Eving, 10 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Stroitel'nyye Materialy, Moscow, No 6, 1969, pp 6-8.
JPRS 48468

RUSSIAN, rpt, Pervrokhastnosti Yavlenniya v Metallurgicheskih Protsessakh Mezhuzovskaya Konferentsiya, Sbornik Trudov Moscow, 1961.
NLL Ref: 69-11211-111
Electrocrystallization of Aluminum from Molten Chlorides, by V. V. Kuz'movich. 
UKRAINIAN, per., Ukr Khim Zh, Vol 34, No 4, 1968, pp 344-351.
NDA 74 F-12,222

Method of the Vulcanization of Natural and Synthetic Rubber, by N. S. Pul' dahtin, K. V. Gavelin, L. N. Belove, D. M. Pevsner.
RUSSIAN, Patent 140, 597

AIR/PR/23-123-66-88

A Process for Preparing Cellulose Hydrate Articles.
BELGIAN, Patent 605,828.
NTC 69-12535-1IE

A Process for the Preparation of Cellulose Hydrate Articles.
BELGIAN, Patent 633,885.
NTC 69-12554-1IE

Dentifrice.
BELGIAN, Patent 675,632
NTC 69-12641-12X

Process for Preparing Shape Colored Articles from Polyvinyl Chloride.
BELGIAN, Patent 691,369
NTC 69-12532-11E

Essentially Regular Fibers Obtained From Polymeric or Copolymeric Compositions Based on Vinyl Chloride.
BELGIAN, Patent 697,543.
NTC 69-11135-11E

Improvement in the Preparation of Linear Polyesters, Particularly of Poly(ethylene Glycol Terephthalate), by K. T. Barkey.
BELGIAN, Patent 702,600.
NTC 69-12518-111

Methods for the Preparation of Foam in Non-inflammable Hollow Bodies, by A. G. Bayer. 
BELGIAN, PATENTS TO8 673

NTC 69-12521-11E

Process for the Hot Spinning and Filaments Obtained.
NTC 69-12529-1IE

Oriented Filament Indued with an Improved Crystalline Structure.
NTC 69-12696-11E

Compositions based on Polyamides and an Additive for Obtaining Filaments, by J. E. Hansen.
BELGIAN, Patent 710,891.
NTC 69-12591-1IE

Manufacture of Fibrous Rods, by R. H. Berger, R. C. Sproull.
BELGIAN, Patent 710,891.
NTC 69-12585-110

Submersible Blowholes in Refined Steel Ingots, by V. Parmel.
HB 7609

Note on the Theory of the Optimum Preparation of the Sinter Mix, by J. Hancl.
BIST 7082

BIST 7422

GB 228/MF 1044 - 170s

Agglomeration with a Large Fraction of Roast Rutile Concentrates, by S. Majercouk.
CZECH, per., Hutnik, Vol 18, No 4, 1968, pp 159-161.
BIST 7232
The Cooling Time of Thick Sheet, by J. Jedlicka.
BISI 6971

Cold Forming of Seamless Precision Tubes Made
From AK Steels, by M. Baracza.
BISI 6975

Precise Research Measurements on the Blast Pre-
heater on the Klimet Gotmard steelworks, by
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*Amer Math Soc

Algebraic Operations on Systems of Objects, by A. M. Slinko. 8 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Problemy Kibernetiki, Moscow, No 20, 1968, pp 217-223.
JPRS 48396

Tables for Approximate Calculation of Kinetic Integrals, by O. S. Gryaznov.
approx. 60 pp.
CONSULTANTS BUREAU/PANUM PRESS

New Practical Applications of Mathematical Methods, by A. A. Derodnitsyn.
Dept of Navy/APL/JHU J-2293

RUSSIAN, per, Zh Vychislitel'naya Mat i Mat Fiz, Vol 20, No 6, 1980, pp 1218-1231.
*Dept of Navy/APL/JHU J-1511

UKRAINIAN, per, Uk Matematicheskii Zh, Vol 17, No 6, 1965, pp 42-59.
NAS/GSFC/ST-10846-69
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A New Approach to the Solution of Nonlinear Boundary-value Problems, by I. V. Beiko, H. E. Heiko.
Ukrainian, per, Ukr Mat Zh, Vol 20, No 6, 1968, pp 725-751.
Dept of Navy/AFPL/JHU T-2287

Ukrainian, per, Ukr Mat Zh, Vol 20, No 6, 1968, pp 769-779.
Dept of Navy/AFPL/JHU T-2290

French, rpt, 10 Jan 1969, 10 pp.
*AEC-ORNL-tr-2193

*AEC-ORNL-tr-2147

Numerical Tests with Two Decomposition Techniques in Linear Programming, by D. Oase.
German, per, Ablauf und Planungs Forschung, Vol 8, No 2, pp 289-301.
NIL Ref: 5809.95 (T.6132)

Fourier Analysis & Compensation of Wobble Errors of Half Kinematic Theodolite Axes, by T. Farkas.
*AECR

Convergence and Error Estimation in the Aitken Method by E. Traffut.
German, per, Mathematische Annalen, Vol 130, 1926, pp 303-21.
MTG 65-1101-12A

Loading Military Equipment on Railroad Rolling Stock, 71 pp.
Russian, bk, DIA/LN 1153-60

Interplay of Frozen Ground with Piles and Pipes During Vibratory Driving, by S. S. Vyalov.
Russian, unknown, pp 224-234.
*AEC-J-0367
*FSTC-HT-23-944-68

Russian, per, Agitator, Moscow, No 8, 1969, pp 16-16.
JPRS 48433

National Economic Requirements for Cargo Truck Manufacture, by D. Veliyanov, 16 pp.
Russian, per, Automobil'nyj Transport, No 6, 1968, pp 34-38.
ARM/FSTC/HT-23-074-69

Specifications Given for Specialised Trucks, 5 pp.
Russian, per, Automobil'nyj Transport, Moscow, No 8, 1969, pp 38-59.
JPRS 48502

ARM/FSTC/HT-23-272-69

Russian, per, Ekonomicheskaia Gazeta, Moscow, No 26, June 1969, p 19.
JPRS 48506

Role of Fuel-Power Base in Production Cited, by V. Kalia, 12 pp.
Russian, per, Ekonomika Sovetskoy Ukrainy, Moscow, Mar 1969, pp 1-8.
JPRS 48275

Conference Recommends Construction Improvements, 6 pp.
Russian, per, Ekonomika Stroitel'stva, Moscow, No 6, 1969, pp 48-50.
JPRS 48433
RUSSIAN, per, Elektrichesktvo, Moscow, No 3, 1969, pp 1-5.
JPRS 48189

RUSSIAN, per, Gorodskoye Khorzyatvo Moskvy, Moscow, No 5, 1969, pp 11-14.
JPRS 48502

Track Repair Workers Achieve Mixed Results, by A. Taspushelev, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Okolok, Moscow, 6 May 1969, p 2.
JPRS 48267

Arrangement of Construction Pits of the Krasnoyarsk Hydroelectric Station.
RUSSIAN, per, Hydrotechnical Construction, 1968.
DIA/LN 1298-69

Measures Taken to Improve Quality of Construction, 5 pp.
JPRS 48436

Stability and Dynamics of Orthotropic Elliptically Cylindrical Shells, by Marin Kozarov.
DIA/LN 7-12, 197

P. O. Sarykina, 5 pp.
AIR/FTR/MR-24-416-68

The Friction Coefficient of Liquids Along Hydraulic Drive Pipelines, by A. D. Panasenko. 9 pp.
AIR/FTR/MR-24-416-68

The Relationship between Reliability of Engine Operation and Additive Implosion, by S. S. Ramaya, J. A. "Poklovenko".
NLL Ref: 9022,9 '148

RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist Tadjikistana, Dushanbe, Jun 1969, p 2.
JPRS 48907

Complex Mechanization Evacuation in Permafrost, by G. D. Dakhne.
ACSI J-6532
FSTC-IT-23-223-65

Ministry Aktiv of Tobl Industry Meets in Moscow, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Kunechno-shtampovochnymy Protivodstvo, Moscow, No 4, 1969, pp 1-2.
JPRS 48433

Underground Iaching - A Method for the Economic Extraction of Uranium from Low-Grade Ores.
DIA/LN 1227-60

AIR/FSTC/IT-25-552-68

RUSSIAN, per, Materialno-Tekhnicheskaya Snabzhennya, Moscow, Apr 1969, pp 18-24.
JPRS 48334

CIMA Develops Principles on Boiler Production, by L. Panankh, 10 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Mashinostroeniey Sal'koksnoyestvenny Zhurnal, Moscow, No 3, 1969, pp 90-94.
JPRS 48498

Transporting Superphosphate.
RUSSIAN, per, Morskoy Plot, No 1, Jan 1969, pp 8-10.
DIA/IN 1186-69
Dept of Interior
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
Office of Foreign Fisheries
No A-28/May/176
On Loan Only

Determining the Disengagement Maneuver of Vessels with Trawls, by A. I. Karpuzov.
Dept of Interior
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
Office of Foreign Fisheries
No A-28/May/69/74
On Loan Only

New Equipment for Mechanizing Fishing Operations and Pond Fish Culture, by
N. I. Borisov.
Dept of Interior
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
Office of Foreign Fisheries
No A-28/May 69/134
On Loan Only

Dept of Interior
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
Office of Foreign Fisheries

Analysis of Thrust and Tensile Strength Acting on Trawl Nets, by A. I. Buchkov.
RUSSIAN, per, Rybnoe Khoz, Vol 45, No 5, 1969, pp 43-44.
Dept of Interior
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
Office of Foreign Fisheries

Setting Purse Seines with Artificial Light, by
L. P. Gostomyarov.
Dept of Interior
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
Office of Foreign Fisheries
New Equipment (Norwegian Trawl Winches Used by Soviet Vessels), by N. I. Borisov. 
*Dept of Interior
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
Office of Foreign Fisheries

A Pistol for Welding Thermoplastic Material, by V. P. Kononov. 
*Dept of Interior
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
Office of Foreign Fisheries

Advantages of River Fishery Over Marine Fishery of Sturgeon, by R. A. Mylyan. 
*Dept of Interior
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
Office of Foreign Fisheries

Steady Motion of Otter Boards Along the Sea Bottom, by Ye. M. Rykunov. 
*Dept of Interior
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
Office of Foreign Fisheries

Operating Efficiency of Trawls, by Ya. D. Karakotskiy. 
*Dept of Interior
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
Office of Foreign Fisheries

Effect of Fishing Net Size on the Net's Hydro-mechanical Characteristics, by A. V. Dverniki. 
*Dept of Interior
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
Office of Foreign Fisheries

Application of Echo Sounder HAG-250 During Midwater Trawling, by G. P. Petrov. 
RUSSIAN, per, Rybnoe Khoz, Vol 45, No 6, 1969, pp 45-47.
*Dept of Interior
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
Office of Foreign Fisheries

Centralized Smoke Feed in Installations for Cold Smoking of Fishery Products, by A. V. Dudovich. 
*Dept of Interior
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
Office of Foreign Fisheries

Development of New Traction Types Discovered, by V. Boltinsky, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Sel'skaya Chisl', Moscow, 21 May 1969, p 2.
JPRS 48433

Technical Progress in Machine Tool and Tool Industry,
8 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Stanki i Instrument, Mosco, No 4, 1969, pp 1-3.
JPRS 48502

RUSSIAN, np, Sudostroeninye, Moscow, 6 June 1969, p 3.
JPRS 48502

Construction Lags at Kursk Magnetic Anomaly, by V. Zotov, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Sudostroeninye, Moscow, 27 June 1969, p 3.
JPRS 48470

Dept of Navy/NIC 2853

RUSSIAN, per, Sudostroyeniye, Moscow, No 3, Mar 1969, pp 14-19.
JPRS 48397
RUSSIAN, pl, Symposium on Advanced and High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactors, Juelich, Germany
21-23 Oct 1968.
AEC/BNL/Tr-3104-69

RUSSIAN, per, Vestnik Mashinostroen'ya, Moscow, No 4, Apr 1969, pp 3-6.
JPRS 48391

AIR/VTY/27-1205-68

Productivity of Labor Grows in Machine Building, 9 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Vestnik Mashinostroen'ya, Moscow, No 5, 1969, pp 3-5.
JPRS 48502

Diving Equipment, by F. A. Shpakovich.
RUSSIAN, bk, Vodolaznoye Snaryazheniye, 1943, pp 1-112.
Dept of Navy/NIC 2851

GL/D.648

JPRS 48308

RUSSIAN, per, Zhalezodorosny Transport, Moscow, Mar 1969, pp 65-80.
JPRS 48306

Architectural Elements in Large Panel House Construction.
RUSSIAN, per, Zhilishchnoye Stroitel' stvo, No 2, 1967, pp 7-10.
BULGARIAN, per, Zhilishchnoye Stroitel' stvo, No 2, 1967, pp 7-10.
BULGARIAN, per, Zhilishchnoye Stroitel' stvo, No 2, 1967, pp 7-10.

Complete-Unit Assembly of Buildings Studied, by Ye. Altshuller, 9 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Zhilishchnoye Stroitel' stvo, Moscow, No 3, 1969, pp 7-11.
JPRS 48391

Trellis Publishing Bench, by A. I. Kolgov.
RUSSIAN, per, Vestnik Mashinostroen'ya, Moscow, No 5, 1969, pp 3-6.
JPRS 48391

RUSSIAN, Patent 190,497.

Surgical Products
BELGIAN, Belgian Standard NBN 631/1965 F.

BELGIAN, Patent 536,955.

Review of Bulgarian Chemical Industry Given, by Doncho Donchev, 7 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Geografiya, Sofia, Jan-Feb 1969, pp 5-9.
JPRS 48301

Progress in Bulgarian Machine Building Described, by Marly Ivanov, 6 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Domoishchest Zhivot, Sofia, 8 May 1969, pp 2-3.
JPRS 48304

The Fishing Boat "Chaika", by G. Nedelchev.
Dept of Interior
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
Office of Foreign Fisheries
No A-28/May 69/44

JPRS 48304
Construction of Power Station Main Buildings
With Sliding Framework, by E. Pragar.
DIA/LN 1047-69

The Arched Bridge Across at Zbraslav, 20 pp.
DIA/LN 1045-69

Shortage of Experts Noted in Chemical Industry,
by Michael Lavecky, 5 pp.
SLOVAK, per, Praca, Bratislava, 26 Jun 1969, p 4.
JP6S 48939

Hailinger in Construction Industry Criticised,
by Alexander Karan, 5 pp.
SLOVAK, per, Praca, Bratislava, 5 July 1969, pp 1-2.
JP6S 48936

Automobile Production Planning Criticised,
by Arno Belohlavek, 7 pp.
SLOVAK, per, Praca, Prague, 14 May 1969, pp 4-5.
JP6S 48938

Materials Handling Under Difficult Conditions,
ACSI J-5910
FSTC-HT-23-587-69

Construction of Wells with Horizontal Collectors,
11 pp.
CZECH, per, Vodni Hospodarstvi, No 1, 1966, pp 5-8.
DIA/LN 1041-69

Railroad Repair Quality Control Discussed,
by Josef Macat, 6 pp.
CZECH, per, Zeleznicni Doprava a Technika, Prague,
JP6S 48942

Rolling Stock Operating Reliability Analyzed,
by Ladislav Zion, 9 pp.
CZECH, per, Zeleznicni Doprava a Technika, Prague,
JP6S 48943

Rolling Stock Repair Facility Changes Noted,
by Jan Neveczak, 14 pp.
CZECH, per, Zeleznicni Doprava a Technika, Prague,
JP6S 48942

Development of Containerization Discussed,
by Vladimir Kubeneck, 5 pp.
CZECH, per, Zeleznicni Doprava a Technika,
Prague, No 5, 1969, pp 130-133.
JP6S 48939

The Development of a Ship’s Reactor in
the Netherlands. 27 pp.
DUTCH, per, De Ontwikkeling Van Een
Scheep Lords Reactor in Nederland.
DIA/LN 1125-69

Reinforced Concrete.
DUTCH, Patent 197 123
NTC 69-11230-130

Flat Printing Plate.
DUTCH, Patent 65-07 266
NTC 69-11046-246

Apparatus for the Compression Crimping of
Yarns.
NTC 69-12616-131

The Study of Sawing by Ultra-Rapid Photogra-
phy, by A. Chardin.
FRENCH, per, Bois et Forets des Tropiques,
No 5, 1957, pp 40-51.
NTC 69-12595-131

Thanks to the Canal with Large Clearance
Ummkirk-Valenciennes Will Soon Join the
European Network. 10 pp.
FRENCH, per, Journal de la Marine March-
ande et de Aerienne Navigation, 3 Apr
1969, pp 765-768.
DIA/LN 1181-69
A weapon against the Black Lizz; the ship "Depollueur". (A new French ship for fighting oil pollution), by Yvonno Kebeztol.


El Hadjar Iron and Steel Complex Described, 10 pp.

News in Aluminum Packaging - "Cebal", by C. Therizol.
NTC 69-12687-130

Composition of the Head-space of Cans and its Variations due to Different Factors, by L. Le Floch.

Experimental investigation of the Harmonics in Large Induction Motors, by R. Chavernoz.

Dusher Convoys of from 10,000 to 13,000 Tons Soon on the Rhine.

Modernization of the Canalized Oise.

French Engineer Interviewed on Swamp Development Plan, 8 pp.

Device for Cleaning Footwear, by M. D. Politis.
FRENCH, Patent 69-025.

Process for Manufacturing Plastic Films.
FRENCH, Patent 1,166,934.

Tanks for Storage and Transport of Liquids at Low Temperatures. Heat Insulating Walls and Other Elements for Use in Structure of These Tanks, by C. R. de Dossor.
FRENCH, Patent 1,200,239.

Process for Producing Continuously Tubular Films Stretched in Several Directions from Linear Polyesters.
FRENCH, Patent 1,428,166.

Process and Apparatus for Producing Plastic Grids.
FRENCH, Patent 1,450,907.

Process and Apparatus for the Continuous Production of a Curled Thread.
FRENCH, Patent 1,521,243.


Correlations Between Communication and Wear in the Case of Impact Stresses, by G. Grouss.

Behavior of Automobile Wind Shieds in Impact Testing with Phantom Heads, by A. Platzecheck.

News
Mechanical Industrial, Civil & Marine
Engineering (Contd.)
Device for Cleaning Footwear, by M. D. Politis.
FRENCH, Patent 69-025.

Process for Manufacturing Plastic Films.
FRENCH, Patent 1,166,934.

Tanks for Storage and Transport of Liquids at Low Temperatures. Heat Insulating Walls and Other Elements for Use in Structure of These Tanks, by C. R. de Dossor.
FRENCH, Patent 1,200,239.

Process for Producing Continuously Tubular Films Stretched in Several Directions from Linear Polyesters.
FRENCH, Patent 1,428,166.

Process and Apparatus for Producing Plastic Grids.
FRENCH, Patent 1,450,907.

Process and Apparatus for the Continuous Production of a Curled Thread.
FRENCH, Patent 1,521,243.


Correlations Between Communication and Wear in the Case of Impact Stresses, by G. Grouss.

Behavior of Automobile Wind Shieds in Impact Testing with Phantom Heads, by A. Platzecheck.

News
Mechanical Industrial, Civil & Marine
Engineering (Contd.)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Containers and Rhein Shipping.</td>
<td></td>
<td>8 pp.</td>
<td>GERMAN, per, Binnenschiffahrts-Nachrichten, 17 May 1969.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Sealing Method for Built-in windows-draught and Sound-proofing</td>
<td>K. Stechel</td>
<td>138-139</td>
<td>GB 21/11381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational Experiences and Test Results With Belt Conveyors at the Brown Coal Open Cut Mine Mahlheim</td>
<td>W. Liebenwein</td>
<td>930</td>
<td>GERMAN, per, Forschung, Schiffs techn. Vol 1, 1953, pp 81-85.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Head-Lamp for Underwater Operations and the RNS Group is Diving, by K. Zentgrup, F. Bohn, GERM. per, Presidium, No 89, May 1969. ACR 0-7010


Construction of Two Siphons for Forced Protrusion Under the Oder-Ravel Canal, GERM. per, Wasserwirtschaft-Wassertechnik, No 6, 1967, pp 190-194. MIA/LN 1150-69

River Construction and Quay-Wall Problems in the Case of Relocation of a Passenger Port, GERM. per, Wasserwirtschaft-Wassertechnik, No 10, 1969, pp 344-349. MIA/LN 1149-69

Apparatus Measuring the Plasticity for Testing the Workability of Mortars, by H. Buhlunger.
NTO 69-11140-148

Pneumatic Fluidizing Conveyors in the Cement Industry, by W. Stillerer.
NTO 69-11142-148

Ship for Transportation of a Liquid Load, by J. J. Henry.
GERMAN, Patent 1,211,960.
NTO 69-12759-137

Strapping Machine for Packages.
GERMAN, Patent 1,261,440.
NTO 69-12718-139

Liquidified Petroleum-Gas-Propelled Forklift Trucks, by Karoly Szarvas, Jolosef Szontirmai.
HUNGARIAN, per, Anyaggyarazat-Csomagolás, No 1, Jan-Feb 1969, pp 10-11.
ACS 1-6012
FSTC-HT-23-587-69

Construction Plans of Budapest Subway Discussed, by Kaimn Abraham, 8 pp.
HUNGARIAN, per, Budapest, Budapest, May 1969, pp 5-7.
JPRS 48230

Shortcomings of Auto Repair Services Discussed, 5 pp.
HUNGARIAN, per, Prára, Budapest, 7 May 1969, pp 1-2.
JPRS 48281

Shipping on the Balaton in Dresden Exposition of the Transportation Museum. HUNGARIAN, per, Országos Tudományi Szemle, Feb 1969, pp 72-76.
DIA/IN 1145-69

Container Transport - Railway and Road Transportation of Goods, by Lapikado Vallalat.
HUNGARIAN, per, Kollekézes Tudományi Szemle, No 4, 1969, pp 148-151.
DIA/IN 1082-69

Deaminic Experiences during Thermal Variation in Continuous Railway Tracks, by Lapikado Vallalat.
HUNGARIAN, per, Kollekézes Tudományi Szemle, No 1, April 1969, pp 178-181.
DIA/IN 1082-69

Effects of Temperature Changes on Epoxy Pavements, by P. Canovan.
NTO 69-11221-130

Guide for the Classification of Air Cushion Vehicles.
ITALIAN, rpt, Italian Naval Register, 1965.
GB 370

The Elliptical Track Measuring Table at the Laboratori di Fisica, Istituto Superiore di Sanità, by A. Saffioti.
ABC-tr-2865

Welding of Propellers, by Yoshihata Umemu.
JAPANESE, rpt, 11 pp.
NAY/NIC/TRA/2041-69

Pulling Power of Large Stern Trawler Operating at Rough Sea, by Takeo Koyama.
*Dept of Interior
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
Office of Foreign Fisheries
No A-26/May 69/196

Study of Dock Loading and Unloading Capacity, by S. Sato.
JAPANESE, per, Nihon Steel Tokyo, Rep., Vol 17, No 1, 1968, pp. 81-96.
CRL/D 831

Rock Drill Rods, JAPANESE, Japanese Standards Assoc, JIS M3012 1964
CRL/D 826

Shape and Dimensions of Joint in Extension Rod Rock Drill.
JAPANESE, Japanese Standards Assoc, JIS, M3914 1967
CRL/D 824
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Materials, Industrial, and Marine Engineering (Continued)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Influence of Wave Property on Properties of Wm Rope Used for Mining**, by T. Mishika.  
CRL/D 83-333

Advertising Sign Equipment, by S. Mishika.  
CRL/D 83-111-71-131

JPRS 94802

Large Advancement for ab Seanme-Vabia.  
DIA/LN 1164-69

Separate Volvo Company for Trucks.  
DIA/LN 1164-69

Norway has obtained 10,000 Camping Vehicles in 13 Years.  
DIA/LN 1164-69

A Conception for Extending the Refining Process of Fish Products, by J. Hebel, S. Lewenstein.  
Dept of Interior  
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries  
Office of Foreign Fisheries  
No A-28/May 69/153  
On Loan Only

Use of Stylon Twines in Flounder Net Construction, by M. Giedz.  
Dept of Interior  
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries  
Office of Foreign Fisheries  
No A-28/May 69/73  
On Loan Only

Graphic Appraisal of the Output of a Shaft Furnace, by L. Ludera.  
POLISH, per, *Cement Wapno Gips,* No 1, 1964, pp 7-10.  
DIA/D 80S

---

NYC 67-11142-134

Notes on Choice of Components for the Vessel-trawl Set, by D. Bogucki.  
Dept of Interior  
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries  
Office of Foreign Fisheries  
No A-28/May 69/70  
On Loan Only

Matching of Fishing Gear to Catching Vessel, by S. Okonski.  
Dept of Interior  
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries  
Office of Foreign Fisheries  
No A-28/May 69/77  
On Loan Only

Comparative Characteristics of Fishing Gear Used by 17-meter Cutters in the Middle Coast Area of Poland, by H. Krawczak.  
Dept of Interior  
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries  
Office of Foreign Fisheries  
No A-28/May 69/75  
On Loan Only

JPRS 48452

Dept of Interior  
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries  
Office of Foreign Fisheries  
No A-28/May 69/71  
On Loan Only

---
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International Railway Organizations and Their Regulations.

Wagon Construction Basis.

Dividing Cars into Kinds and Types and Car Markings.

Coupling Devices.

Autocouplers.


Polish, np, Zycie Gospodarzce, Warsaw, 25 May 1969, p. 3.

JPRS 48564

Achievements, Goals of Fishing Industry Reviewed, by J. Wojewnik, 6 pp.

Polish, per, Zycie Gospodarzce, Warsaw, No 26, 29 Jun 1969, p. 5.

JPRS 48514


Portuguese, per, Portos e Navios, No 16, Apr 1969.

DIA/LN 1238-69


Portuguese, per, Portos e Navios, No 16, Apr 1969.

DIA/LN 1238-69


DIA/LN 1239-69


Romanian, np, Scinteia, Bucharest, 6 May 1969, pp. 1, 4.

JPRS 48525

Minister Assesses Efficiency of Rail Transport, by Corneliu Burada, 6 pp.

Romanian, np, Scinteia, Bucharest, 25 May 1969, pp 1, 4.

JPRS 48529


Romanian, per, Viata Economică, Bucharest, 20 Jun 1969, pp 5-12.

JPRS 48530


JPRS 48530


JPRS 48530

Road Construction, Modernization Increase in 1968, by Vasilije Dragovic, 6 pp.


JPRS 48552

Precedence Urged for Rijeka Over Other Ports, 8 pp.


JPRS 48593

Instruction Manual for the Administration and Construction of Roads and Bridges.


DIA IR 2 822 0023 69

Mountain Road-Building Progressing in Pinar del Rio, by Joaquin Oramas, 5 pp.

Spanish, per, Granma, Havana, 18 Jun 1969, pp 4-5.

JPRS 48525


Spanish, per, Revista de Obras Publicas, Apr 1969, pp 309-313.

DIA/LN 1231-69
Designing of Lines for Modern Merchant Ships, by Anders Lindblad.
Dept of Navy/NIC 2850

Training in Measuring Technique in West Germany's Universities, by H. von Neiringaer.
GERMAN, app, July, 1967.
NLL Ref: 5820.45 (T. 6160)

Irradiation Investigation of the F. D. R. Pressure Vessel Steel of the "Otto Hahn", by J. Ahlf.
GERMAN, per, Atomkernenergie, Vol 13, No 3, pp. 197-204.
NLL Ref: 5901.9Y (CU Trans 66/17)

The Planimat, a New Second-order Photogrammetric Plotter, by M. Ahrend.
GERMAN, per, Bildmessung und Luftbildwesen, No 5, 1967, pp. 193-205.
NLL Ref: 5828.4F (M.13099)

The EP 1 Double Projector, a Stereoplotter of 1st Order, by M. Ahrend, G. Dreyer.
GERMAN, per, Bildmessung und Luftbildwesen, No 1, 1968, pp. 10-22.
NLL Ref: 5828.4F (M.13098)

Ziess Brix A8.5/23, the New 125 Super Wide-angle Camera, by H. K. Weier.
GERMAN, per, Bildmessung und Luftbildwesen, No 2, 1968, pp. 130-5.
NLL Ref: 5828.4F (M.13097)

NLL Ref: 8313.4 (5682)

Study of the Protection and Control Problems on the h. v. d. c. Model at Rheinau, by J. Foerst.
NLL Ref: 9022.09 (4967)

Electric Dynamometer for the Investigation of Shaft Guides, by K. Gotzmann.
NLL Ref: 8313.4 (5531)

Automatic Sampling Apparatus for Mine Air, A. V. Treskov.
NLL Ref: 8313.4 (5598)

POLISH, per, Polish Standard PN-65/Z-04077.
NLL Ref: 8313.4 (5634)
Temperature in the Flame Cutting of Steel, by A. Schonbier, GERMAN, Paper Presented at the Great Holding Conference, Iserlohn 1969, NLL Ref: 5228.4F (M. 7501)


Application of Electronic Data Processing to Cost Control, by K. Brunner, GERMAN, per, Schweiz Bauzt, Vol 84, No 31 1969, pp. 564-57, NLL Ref: 9022.56 (327)

A Study of the Phenomena Observed in the Cutting Oxygen Jet as Used for Flame Cutting, by M. Beckert, GERMAN, per, Schweisstechnik, Vol 18, No 1, 1969, pp. 12-16, NLL Ref: 5828.4F (M. 7501)


Dyes Film Radiation Indicator, by Tsuyoshi Sunada, Masahiro Kinoshita, JAPANESE, per, Japan Food Irradiation, Vol 1, No 1, 1967, pp. 131-138, ACSI J-9060, ID 2253004868

Automation, Measuring Apparatus Make Large Gains, by Zbigniew Twardons, 5 pp., POLISH, per, Pontary Automatyka Kontrola, Warsaw, May 1969, pp. 201-202, JPRS 40851


Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
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EDITOR'S NOTE

With the exception of certain trigonometric and hyperbolic functions, Soviet mathematical symbols are the same as those encountered in the American literature. For the reader's convenience a list of such exceptions and their American equivalents is given below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soviet Usage</th>
<th>American equivalent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arch</td>
<td>cosh⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arctanh</td>
<td>coth⁻¹ (csch⁻¹)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arccosh</td>
<td>sinh⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arccotg</td>
<td>tanh⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arccos</td>
<td>cos⁻¹ (arc cos)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arccotg</td>
<td>cot⁻¹ (arc cot)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arcsin</td>
<td>sin⁻¹ (arc sin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arctg</td>
<td>tan⁻¹ (arc tan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acosh</td>
<td>cosh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acotg</td>
<td>cosec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arccsc</td>
<td>csch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arcsinh</td>
<td>csch (csch)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arcsech</td>
<td>eurl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arcsinh</td>
<td>sinh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arcsech</td>
<td>tanh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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***
7 September 2004

Ms. Roberta Schoen  
Deputy Director for Operations  
Defense Technical Information Center  
7725 John J. Kingman Road  
Suite 0944  
Ft. Belvoir, VA 22060

Dear Ms. Schoen:

In February of this year, DTIC provided the CIA Declassification Center with a referral list of CIA documents held in the DTIC library. This referral was a follow on to the list of National Intelligence Surveys provided earlier in the year.

We have completed a declassification review of the “Non-NIS” referral list and include the results of that review as Enclosure 1. Of the 220 documents identified in our declassification database, only three are classified. These three are in the Release in Part category and may be released to the public once specified portions of the documents are removed. Sanitization instructions for these documents are included with Enclosure 1.

In addition to the documents addressed in Enclosure 1, 14 other documents were unable to be identified. DTIC then provided the CDC with hard copies of these documents in April 2004 for declassification review. The results of this review are provided as Enclosure 2.

We at CIA greatly appreciate your cooperation in this matter. Should you have any questions concerning this letter and for coordination of any further developments, please contact Donald Black of this office at (703) 613-1415.

Sincerely,

Sergio N. Alcivar  
Chief, CIA Declassification Center,  
Declassification Review and Referral Branch

Enclosures:

1. Declassification Review of CIA Documents at DTIC (with sanitization instructions for 3 documents)  
2. Declassification Status of CIA Documents (hard copy) Referred by DTIC (with review processing sheets for each document)

UNCLASSIFIED
Processing of OGA-Held CIA Documents

The following CIA documents located at DTIC were reviewed by CIA and declassification guidance has been provided.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OGA Doc ID</th>
<th>Job Num</th>
<th>Box</th>
<th>Fldr</th>
<th>Doc</th>
<th>Doc ID</th>
<th>Document Title</th>
<th>Pub Date</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Decision</th>
<th>Proc Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AD0845247</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey Through 31 October 1968</td>
<td>10/31/1968</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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